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Some Numerical Evidence Concerning the
Uniqueness of the Markov Numbers

By D. Rosen and G. S. Patterson, Jr.*

Abstract. A Markov triple is a set of three positive integers satisfying the diophantine

equation (x* + y1 + z2 = 3xyz). The maximum of the triple is called a Markov number.

Although all Markov triples can be generated from the triple (1,1,1), it is not known whether

it is possible to obtain (p, ax, b¡) and (p, o2, ¿>2), where p is the same Markov number for

both triples. All Markov numbers not exceeding 30 digits were computed without turning

up a duplication, lending some credence to the conjecture that the Markov numbers are

unique.

The triple of positive integers (/?, a, b) which satisfy the diophantine equation

(1) x2 + y2 + z2 = 3xyz

is called a Markov triple and the maximum of the triple is called a Markov number.

We shall always write the triple so that the first entry is the Markov number. It turns

out, however, [1, p. 28], that every member of the triple is a Markov number for

some triple.

The solutions to (1) are well known (see [1], [2], [3], or [5]) in the sense that, given

any Markov triple, the others can be generated from it. In particular, if (p, a, b) is a

Markov triple, then two new Markov triples, (px, a, p) and (p2, p, b), are obtained

where

(2) px = 3pa — b,        p2 = 3pb — a

and px, p2 are both greater than p. Thus, px, p2 are Markov numbers. A third possible

recursion value, p' = 3ab — p, turns out to be a smaller Markov number.
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By starting with the initial Markov triple, (1, 1, 1), all triples are found on the

binary tree generated by (2). The first few branches are as in the diagram above.

Observe that the tree bifurcates beginning with (5, 1, 2).

The question we hoped a machine computation would answer was posed by

Frobenius [3] and repeated by Cassels [1]. Essentially, they ask whether it is possible

for the same Markov number to occur in two different nodes of the tree; i.e., is it

possible to obtain two different triples (p, a¡, b¡) and (p, a2, b2) where p is the same

Markov number for both triples? Observe that, if ax = a2 or ax = b2, then the triples

are necessarily identical except for the order in which the elements are written. This

follows immediately, for if ax = b2 say, then

p   -\- ax -\- bx = 3paibi    and   p   + a2 + b2 — 3pa2b2

imply

b¡ — a2 — 3pai(bi — a2).

Either bi = a2, in which case the triples are identical, or ¿?t + a2 = 3paù hence

ûj = 3pai — bi. Now, according to the recursion formulae (2), 3pai — bi = pt > p;

hence a2 > p, which contradicts the assumption that p is the Markov number for

(/?, a2, b2). A similar argument holds if ax = a2.

A preliminary search for possible duplications was made by Professor E. R.

Mullins, Jr., while on leave at the University of Essex, England, on the ICT-1900.

The tree was generated by computing all members of each row. However, by the

eighth row (2s entries), Markov numbers of 56 digits were appearing. The software

used limited the precision of the computation to less than 20 digits. Nevertheless,

the evidence indicated that no duplications would occur.

More recently, we computed all the Markov numbers not exceeding 30 digits,

finding 893 of them. In order to accomplish this, it was necessary to calculate the

triples through row 70 before exhausting all Markov numbers with at most 30 digits.

Empirically, we noticed that there are roughly N2 Markov numbers not exceeding

N digits.

N Digits Markov Numbers ti N Digits

5 31
10 107
15 231
20 404
25 624
30 893

It is evident that the Markov numbers are spread rather thinly among the integers.

We point out as an amusement that the even subscripted Fibonacci numbers are

Markov numbers obtained on the extreme left branch of the tree. If the Fibonacci

numbers are denoted by u0, uu u2, ■ • ■ ,u„, • • ■ , then the Markov numbers are u0 — 1,

«a = 2, m4 = 5, Uf, = 13, m8 = 34, etc.

The present computation was made on an IBM 1130 at Swarthmore College

using the IBM commercial subroutine package for handling the decimal arithmetic
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plus a set of ASSEMBLER subroutines written by us to perform bit string manipula-

tion. The coding to generate the tree was done in FORTRAN. The branches of

the tree were calculated by using the recursion formulae (2) and the branch was

terminated when the computed Markov number exceeded N digits. The tree was

established by a preorder traversal algorithm [4, p. 315]. As an example, we display

the tree structure for all four-digit Markov numbers.

194

/    \
7561    2897

5741

The entire tree structure was also listed by identifying each node by a bit string

as well as by a table of links between nodes. These tables are available upon request

as well as a list of all the 30-digit Markov numbers in ascending order. We are pleased

to report that no duplications were uncovered.

We point out that knowing the uniqueness of the Markov numbers has an

importance in the theory of quadratic forms [2, pp. 100-106].
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